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Abstract

English language students at the Universidad Nacional de Educacion (UNAE) in Ecuador tend to have various learning styles and have a hard time being motivated to not only learn, but also remember the correct form of English language being taught in the classroom. It is mandatory for these students to learn English; therefore many do not have intrinsic reasons for wanting to study English. This study focused on a group of 30 fourth semester beginner EFL university students studying to be elementary school teachers. Through the research conducted, the author investigated how game play in the classroom could intrinsically motivate, promote different learning styles and advance English language learning when students do not have an initial want or understanding of the need to learn the language other than the fact that it is a mandatory subject in their university. Games were used throughout the course to reinforce grammar and vocabulary, promote multiple skill learning while using diverse teaching styles to create an environment, which independently motivated the pupils of the class to not only want to learn, but also to internalize the language. Students were given various questionnaires, an online quiz and assessment materials to assist the teacher in finding the results for the study. Through the findings of the study these tools produced results that demonstrated the importance of games as a strategy to use in a language class, with college age students in UNAE. Games helped students increase their speaking, reading, writing and listening skills and at the same time increased their motivation to want and appreciate learning English. They were a specifically useful strategy with this group, because it also aided in authentic learning and made fundamental English language learning more enjoyable.
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1. Introduction

There are many different types of activities an educator can choose to use in an English language classroom. The activities being discussed in this paper support and reinforce grammar and vocabulary learning through games. The participants of the study tended to show more interest, have increased motivation and advance in English language learning when games were incorporated into the class on a regular basis. The author and investigator of this study wanted to determine if utilizing the strategy of games in the classroom for college age students increased and promoted English language learning while at the same time motivating them to advance in the language learning process even though most of them did not choose or want to learn English in the university. The English teacher recognized this as an important topic of study since most of the students that participated are only taking English because it is a mandatory course in all universities throughout the country. This law can be found in the Reglamento de Regimen Academico Articulo 31 from the Republica Del Ecuador Consejo de Educacion Superior RPC-SE-13-No.051-2013 (n.d.), explicitly explaining how university level students must complete an exam with a B2 level as stated in the Common European framework or they would not be able to further their studies. For the students of this study just English as a compulsory subject is not enough to motivate them to truly want to learn English. The teacher of this group found it important to find strategies to increase the students’ aspirations to learn while at the same time promoting language learning.

The technique of game play can be used to reinforce and support the learning process in listening, reading, writing and speaking skills as well as teach to different learning styles. Dunlap (2013) explains how games help the teacher connect grammar, structure, and vocabulary in a classroom setting, while still being associated with real life situations. This is important because it shows a relationship between English language learning and everyday communication and tasks outside of the classroom. There are many different types of games a teacher can introduce into the classroom to support the learning of these skills. The professor of the group discussed in this paper provides various types of didactic games to reinforce combined skill learning in groups or as a whole. The students will play games using the 4 skills to reinforce
vocabulary and grammar being learned throughout the course. The English teacher will show how playing games not only reinforces the information being taught in the class, but also motivates and helps the students internalize the new information and promote language learning. The teacher can also utilize various techniques to create games that allow students to learn in different forms such as visually, audibly, or physically depending on the types of games the teacher creates and the students participate in.

1.1 Explanation of Problem

In this specific class discussed and in the experience of the English teacher, there are many types of learners that can attend an English language class. These students tended to have varying learning styles and it depended on the educator to figure out how to support, develop and advance English language skills as much as possible in the allotted time given. Many of these learners, especially in the groups observed in this paper, do not have an internalized concrete connection or an intrinsic reason for learning English since taking English is a mandatory subject in universities in Ecuador. Many of the participants could not find intrinsic reasons to want to learn English and many of them felt English was too difficult to learn. The author learned through the research that in the students’ prior experience many activities previously used were not directed to their learning styles in English language courses. Therefore, for many of the students throughout their school career, English was nothing more than a compulsory subject they must pass, but did not care to learn. The English teacher found games and game play to be the best types of activities to use in the classroom where the research was conducted to overcome this motivational and learning problem.

Through various discussions and interviews with other English Foreign Language (EFL) educators completed by the author it was found that in Ecuador, specifically in Azuay it is a struggle to teach to the various types of learning styles and at the same time intrinsically motivate EFL learners. Students of this study had a hard time expressing the importance of learning English or why it would serve them in the future. Through the research completed in this article and many years of experience teaching ESL, the author has found that the use of games in the classroom is a simple technique to teach to many learning styles over the course period. At the same time this strategy intrinsically motivates the learners to internalize the previous language introduced in the class even when there is little interest expressed by the pupils.

1.2 Revelance

Around the world English language educators struggle with finding ways to motivate students and create connections for those students to not only learn English, but also remember it and be motivated to advance in the language process. Among the authors research, games can be seen as an answer to these problems. Different educators from around the world from countries such as the United States, England and Asia all have looked at these problems and used various types of games to solve them. This research can be seen in studies completed by Elliot (2004) in England. She explained how games aided in students language advancement without realizing they were learning. Another paper by Moon and Reifel (2008) in the United States found how games can beneficial in learning and practicing reading skills for young children because they tend to feel more comfortable in the relaxed environment playing games create. Rao (2006) explains that in China games have been used to assist students in learning in new ways to help open their minds. These are just a few of the studies completed around the world to highlight different ways games have been used in an English language classroom. This paper differs in the fact that the research was completed in Latin America and it is looking at how to motivate students who would otherwise choose not to study English as a university course if it was not mandatory. This is clearly important since many college age Latin American EFL teachers and students need motivational, learning and teaching strategies to aid in the English language learning process. This paper demonstrates how games can be this strategy and a positive tool for teachers and for the group of learners being discussed.

2. Literature Review

2.1 Why Games

Games can be used as a teaching method to reinforce grammar and vocabulary in the language learning process while simultaneously using various English language skills. Games can be created for every aspect of language learning and these types of tasks work to support language skills. As Ersoz (2011) points out it is also very important when deciding on games to use in the classroom to choose ones that fit with the needs and learning styles of the students. It is also important to make sure the games are not too difficult or easy for your students to participate so the game does not decrease student’s motivation to learn. Shultz (2014) explains that Krashen’s work is about language acquisition, which discusses how work given to the students should be at a level that is understandable to the students, but should still encourage and promote improvement. There are many types of games, which will help motivate students learning intrinsically and extrinsically. It is also possible to use games to create more of an authentic learning environment in the classroom. Sigurðardóttir (2010) explains how games allow students to become independently involved in their individual learning processes while opening up spaces to practice real life experiences in the controlled atmosphere of
the classroom. He goes onto describe how these types of activities can give students a boost of self-confidence, therefore they are more involved in their learning tasks. Using games in the classroom can also allow the professor to teach more to the different needs of the students depending on their individual learning styles. According to Sigurðardóttir (2010) games can be adapted; therefore students can participate in group activities, physical movement activities, more mental tasks, and visual games allowing the educator to teach directly to the learning styles of the students. Mubaslat (2012) reinforces these ideas by expressing how games are a necessary tool for the classroom to aid in learner motivation and authentic communication between peers.

2.2 Motivation

ESL teachers in Ecuador are always looking for ways to promote language learning and at the same time motivate students to learn since language can be difficult to master and internalize when some students in this country do not choose to study English, but must if they want to graduate from university. A strategy to teach English can be to use games as they “are highly motivating since they are amusing and at the same time challenging (Mubaslat, 2012, p. 4).” Games allow students to learn while at the same time have fun. Mubaslat (2012) explains students are motivated by their want to finish first and win. They have a competitive side and this promotes them in advancing in the language learning process. Students are able to learn through games by using the newly introduced grammar or vocabulary in a fun and challenging activity, which they can be intrinsically or extrinsically motivated. Students can be motivated by the need to win the game or receive some sort of prize. They also can feel a connection to what they are learning and become enthusiastic by recognizing the importance of the grammar or vocabulary through play. (Mubaslat, 2012) Not only do educators find games a motivating method for teaching, but Chen (2005) also establishes in his findings how students see that they are more motivated, and are able to internally absorb the information learned in the course when they play games in the classroom to practice English. Games can also create authentic or real learning atmospheres in the classroom through the use of realia or the types of games played.

2.3 Authentic Learning

It can be a challenge to bring authentic or real life situations into the classroom so students are able to connect the language they are learning with real life contexts. This can be accomplished through playing certain types of speaking games such the activity of group communication games discussed in this paper. This allows for a more relaxed environment where students can feel as though they are just having a conversation with friends. Lombardi (2007) states that this type of learning is important because it gives learners confidence with the material being taught and ultimately helps in the promotion of the language learning process. It is also pointed out by Deesri (2002) how students can become so engrossed in a game and focused on how to play the game, working as a group and competing to ultimately win that the grammar and vocabulary being used becomes natural since the students are not focused on learning English, but on the task at hand. “Students stop thinking about language and begin using it in a spontaneous and natural manner within the classroom (Deesri, 2002).” Through games students can reinforce and learn many different language skills such as new vocabulary, speaking, listening, grammar, reading and writing. Chen (2005) writes how learning these skills through play creates a context which students can correlate to real life and ultimately helps them to internalize the information and remember how and when to use these tools outside of the classroom.

2.4 Language Skills

It can be a difficult task for an ESL teacher to find ways to teach language skills such as reading, writing, listening and speaking in a natural and authentic manner, while motivating the students to advance in the language learning process. For example, from the professors prior experience teaching English in Ecuador students tend to learn vocabulary, but later cannot use it properly when communicating or attempting to practice the other skills in more natural contexts. Huyen and Nga, (2003) illustrate how the use of games allows students to practice using the newly learned vocabulary in contexts that help them internalize the language and give them the tools to use it in other contexts that arise. They go on to explain how vocabulary normally is not difficult for students to learn, however problems occur when they try to use it in proper contexts and remembering the meanings of the new words previously learned. Games allow them to not only learn vocabulary, but also give them a space to use it in a meaningful context, which will help them make connections of how to use these words in the future. The research completed by Shazhad (2011) gives more evidence that language is best learned through doing and students having an active role in their learning experience through game play. When playing a game it is necessary for each person to be involved or actively participate. This active participation creates an environment where students can give unknowing attention to the specific grammar points, which they are learning or previously learned in class in a natural way. Arikan and Yolagelddili (2011) illustrate how games can support and motivate grammar learning through advancing student’s abilities in communication competencies. “In short, games provide learners with an opportunity to drill and practice grammatical rules and forms by presenting them in a communicative way (Arikan & Yolagelddili,
Students who do not have an intrinsic incentive to learn English will ultimately internalize the language unknowingly just through participating in game play in the classroom.

3. Methodology

The study was completed over a 5-month period with 30 beginner students in Azogues, Ecuador. These students had English language classes twice a week for two hours each day, for a total of 15 weeks a semester. The students were expected to complete a certain amount of English language skills in these allotted class hours, so they would comply with the Ecuadorian law mentioned above about having to be sufficient at a B2 level at the end of sixth semester of study. The teacher of this group chose to use games in every class to introduce, learn and/or reinforce the grammar and vocabulary the students were obligated to learn. The students played different types of games reinforcing speaking, reading, writing and listening skills to promote language learning in a more natural environment, while motivating them to further English language learning.

3.1 Research Method

This study was conducted using a qualitative approach. The research was completed during various classes over two semesters with a group of advanced beginner English language students. Qualitative research was chosen as a means to gather necessary information in an informal manner over a short period of time through unstructured data. The information gathered throughout the course was used to support the objectives for the investigative research that was completed.

3.2 Participants

The participants of this research were a group of 30 university students studying to be elementary school teachers. They participated in the research for two semesters or one year of college. These students were in their third and fourth semester of study at UNAE in Ecuador. The author of this paper was able to conduct this research with the group and follow their progress throughout the beginner level course. Through the participation of the students in discussions, questionnaires and assessment tools the teacher was able to create valid research on the subject being discussed throughout the paper.

3.3 Sampling Procedures

The participants of this research were chosen as the subject of study as they are a group of 30 students who have various needs, which create differing learning styles. The entire beginner class was used as the sample over a 9-month period. These students were chosen to show their diversity in ways of learning and reasons they were taking English which ultimately effected and impeded their motivation for advancing in language learning.

3.4 Instruments and Data Analysis

The instruments used, allowed for student feedback through class discussions in the beginning of each semester, a learning style multiple choice test online called *What’s your Learning Style? 20 Questions* (n.d) was given on the first day of class, questionnaires consisting of multiple questions at the beginning of each semester and one at end of each semester and assessment activities to monitor the student’s advancement in learning the tasks and new information given were also administered. The questionnaire given out on the first day was called *The Importance of English* and was made by the English professor of the group participating in the study. It asked students about their reasons for taking English, why the students think it is important to learn English, strategies used in previous English language courses they attended, personal opinions about those courses and if they think being proficient in English will help them in the future. The questionnaire given at the end of the course was called *Games and Various Strategies Used in Class and their Importance*. This was also created by the professor of the course where the investigation took place. It asked questions about what teaching strategies the students felt they learned the most from, what types of activities they enjoyed, and personal opinions about what and how they learned over the semester. These questionnaires were a combination of ideal, interpretative, hypothetical and provocative qualitative research questions. The teacher also shared information with other teachers and received feedback from different professors teaching the same level of students, but not teaching to their specific learning styles or using games in the classroom as a motivational and learning strategy. Through these investigative instruments the professor was able to gather sufficient information to create conclusions and obtain results for the research that was conducted.

3.5 Validity and Reliability

The validity of the online test was shown as a statistical chart using the information of the students as a predictive validity source, so the teacher had the necessary information to create games and activities to advance student language learning based on their specific learning styles throughout the course. This is a reliable test as it is individualized and will show similar results in future investigation depending on the students learning style. The questionnaires used at the
beginning and end of the course were reliable investigative tools for university level students of UNAE in Ecuador. They asked questions focused on participants of this country and region. Assessment exams supported these findings through students increased knowledge when they participated in activities that were created for their specific learning style. The assessment tools used were reliable standardized exams and quizzes from the Cambridge Touchstone Series for English language learning by McCarthy (2014). These exams measured students’ knowledge for the advanced beginner level and reading, writing, listening and speaking skills practiced and learned throughout the course. The valid statistical analysis of the questionnaires gave the professor the necessary information to move forward and provide answers to the research question being investigated in this paper. The discussions with academic peers gave a valid correlation to how results would change based on teaching to students learning styles and the use of strategies to motivate students or not. These results are fairly reliable depending on teacher strategies and levels of student proficiency in English. The assessment tools were important to give concrete evidence of how games supported and increased student’s ability to use the new information taught, internalize it and most importantly advance in the English language learning process. The tools used in this research are reliable information gathering tools for this group of particular students as they analyze their specific situation in UNAE in Azogues, Ecuador to give information to support the results found in this paper.

3.6 Data Analysis
The investigation completed in this paper was based on qualitative research through the approach. The research question is fairly flexible as education can change with different students and situations. This research focuses on a small sample of students over a relatively short amount of time. The data was collected in the classroom and was free from a controlled setting. This created more natural data stemming from participatory action research in an academic English language classroom. The data collected is related to the opinions of the individual students, results from assessment tools and information gathered from interviews with academic peers of the same discipline. The questions asked in the research where varied, but mainly were open-ended questions to aid in narrowing the results. Students learning styles coded this information depending on the results of the quizzes administered in the beginning of the courses and opinions and answers to the questionnaires. Games were then chosen depending on the information gathered about the participants’ of the study and the results depended on these groups of learners.

3.7 Implementation of Games
This paper focuses on 4 different types of games. These games support different learning styles, provide students with internal motivations, create a more authentic environment, connect grammar and vocabulary to various skills and increase student’s English language abilities. The games being focused on are small group speaking and listening games, board games, board rush competitions and charades.

Speaking Game
An example of a game that was played was called Famous Name Game. Students would write the name of a famous person on a small piece of paper. Then they would tape the paper to a group member’s forehead with the person knowing what name was on the paper. When everyone had a name taped to their forehead they would take turns asking yes or no questions to gain clues about who they were. Each person is allowed to ask three yes or no questions. If they cannot guess the name on the paper, the next person goes and so on. This is repeated until everyone guesses the name on his or her paper. This game motivates students to use English so they can ask questions to get more information about the famous person. Students also are practicing speaking and listening skills while reinforcing the previously learned grammar. This game helps students be more comfortable speaking, as they tend to forget their insecurities through game play. This also helps students who are audio learners thrive, as this is a speaking only activity.

Boardgame
The board game used for this class was to practice and reinforce past simple wh-questions. Students were placed in groups of 3-4 students. They were given a dice and the board game. The board game had time words and activity words. Students had to roll the die and move to the number on the die on the board. They then read the time word and activity word out loud. Next they had to create a wh-question using those words in past tense. For example the box said study/ yesterday, the students had to create questions, such as “What did you study yesterday?” If the other students participating deemed the question correct they stayed at the same space, otherwise they must go back to the space they were at on the board. Students then repeat the process until one of them gets to the end first. This type of game also intrinsically motivates the student to speak and use English because they must form correct questions to be able to move forward in the game. This also aids in visual or audio learning styles. They can see the words and listen to their peers speak at the same time.
Board Rush

An example of this game that was used with this group was for the prepositions of this, these, that and those and types of clothing. The class was divided into two groups. The teacher had a pre-prepared slide show using individual slides with one article of clothing or more where students raced to write the correct answer. One student from each team would run to the board to write a sentence using the correct preposition and name of clothing. The student that wrote the correct answer first would get a point for their team. This game not only motivated the students to use the correct words, but also helped them work together in their teams, since they had to find the correct answer together.

Charades

Playing charades was used in the author’s class to reinforce grammar about everyday activities and the present continuous. The students would play this game to reinforce previously learned grammar and vocabulary. They would play this game in two teams as an entire class. The teacher would write down different activities in the present simple on small pieces of paper. One student would come to the front of the class and choose a piece of paper. This student would then act the activity out. The whole class would try and guess what the student was doing using present continuous in a complete sentence. The first student to guess the correct answer in the correct form would win a point for their team. They would then be the next student to act out an activity in front of the class. This type of activity also supported the kinesthetic learners in the class who learn better through movement. Charades was also a good way for students of this group to relax and almost forget they were learning grammar, by just participating in the game.

4. Findings and Results

The findings of the study have shown how games increased the students’ abilities to speak in simple guided conversations, advanced their language learning to the next level of A2.1 according to the European Common Framework (n.d), allowing students to become advanced beginners. Students gain more intrinsic motivation to learn English, since they began to enjoy language learning through the teacher’s use of language games in the classroom. Games also helped the students remember and use the language correctly in other situations, which was another motivating factor that resulted from the strategies discussed in this paper. In the charts below the teacher shows the findings from the research completed about the students learning styles, motivation of the students and promotion of the pupils English language skills through the method of games.

4.1 Statistical Analysis

Table 1 gives the results of the online quiz and shows the reason for the types of games that were chosen by the teacher of the group discussed in this paper. The teacher chose games depending on the types of learning styles of the students to teach more directly to the student’s needs, so they ultimately are able to advance in language learning

Table 1. Online Quiz Results for Learning styles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning Style</th>
<th>Physical/movement</th>
<th>Visual</th>
<th>Oral</th>
<th>Audio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of students</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>who learn in this form</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The questionnaire below was administered at the end of class to find out how students previous experiences with English, how they felt about learning English and if they were motivated to learn English.
This chart below shows the results of the percentage of the opinions of the students who enjoyed playing games, want to learn more English and have found intrinsic reasons to learn English in the future.

The Figure 3 below expresses the findings about how students advanced in their English language learning and internalized the grammar and vocabulary previously learned in the class through the use of games. The result of the students’ work illustrates how they have increased their knowledge and have a better understanding of the language skills. The teacher found these results through standardized exams from the touchstone series mentioned above.
5. Discussion

The professor found that using games in the classroom allowed for students to understand the information being taught through a medium that increased the likelihood students would be intrinsically motivated and opened the door to learn in various styles depending on the needs of the students. There are many different types of games that can be played in an English language class. Some examples of other types of games are discussed by Kim (1995) who gives examples used to practice various skills in an English language classroom to aid in students enjoyment in the learning process. Another researcher who believes that games are necessary in an English language class is Dhimal (2015). Dhimal (2015) completed a study in India and reiterates the idea that there are endless amounts of games a teacher can create for all areas of English language learning. These are just a few studies completed to support the strategy of using games when teaching language.

The first effective educational game used by the teacher was a speaking game. Students worked in small groups to practice tenses and new vocabulary in the research. These games allowed the students to speak in a more comfortable and relaxed setting, ultimately motivating them to practice the previously learned knowledge. Wörde (2003) completed a study citing students’ opinions of activities, which can help reduce anxiety. These opinions expressed how games could be a good learning strategy for students to feel more relaxed and be able to learn the language. (Wörde, 2003) The author of this paper found when students were speaking while playing a game they were much more relaxed and able to communicate with their peers using the previously learned structures correctly. However, when the teacher directly asked the student to speak in class many of the same students had a much harder time speaking using the correct grammar and structural patterns outside of game play. In the games played in the study students were given the opportunity to speak freely while receiving the support of their peers. This cooperative activity helped them practice creating sentences and questions. It also helped them forget they were learning English and take pleasure in participating in the language class.

Another type of game used in the classroom to support the authors findings were board games to practice grammar, structure, usage and vocabulary in English. This type of game created an authentic setting of just friends spending time together doing a fun activity. Talik-Kiryk (2010) explains how games tend to be played in groups and allow for independent student communication, while the students are supporting each other and working together to move forward in the language learning process. In the authors class, this task was completed in small groups of three to four students. Working together created a space that promoted natural language learning in a collaborative setting. The board games used by the teacher, helped students use specific sentence structures for speaking and listening skills. They also practiced reading skills to be able to participate in the game. Board games allowed the participants of this study to practice various skills without being focused on grammar and vocabulary. Chang and Cogswell (2008) specifically discussed how board games could allow students to practice these skills, but in a conscious setting where students can have fun and unknowingly use the grammar and vocabulary previously taught through communication while playing the game.

Many people thrive in competitive environments. Vandercriussse, Vandewaeter, Cornillie, & Clarebout (2013) have
found through research that competition is important because it can challenge students and when they are challenged it can create more motivation, students can be more responsive, more engaged, and more enthusiastic about participating and learning. The English language class studied did not differ in this aspect. Competitive games connected to English language learning intrinsically motivated the participants through human emotions and competitive forces. Board rushes help to reinforce many aspects of English by putting the students into teams allowing them to compete against each other for the correct answers. This also supported the more physical or kinesthetic learners in the class. Students must run to the board to write the answers allowing for movement in the task. These games motivated the students to begin to internalize and practice parts of speech and vocabulary.

Adams (2011) points out how many students can have a difficult time retaining new vocabulary when they are kinesthetic learners, but when they are able to learn through movement they have an increased chance to understand, comprehend and remember the vocabulary when it is practiced in class. The English teacher for this group of students chose to play the game of charades to enhance the learning process for the few kinesthetic learners in the class mentioned in this paper. These students were able to create English through acting and physical movement to express what they understood to their peers and aid in internalizing the new language they previously learned. This game can be used to practice vocabulary, tenses and sentence structure. Students also used various skills such as speaking, reading and listening when completing this task.

It can be seen through the discussion and from the findings and results section that students not only increased their knowledge and abilities, but also felt more motivated and showed excitement to learn through the use of games in the EFL classroom. Students from this group supported the teachers’ research when they answered the questionnaire positively. They reiterated the professor’s ideas that games are a helpful method in promoting language learning inside the classroom, increased individual and group motivation to learn and succeed, created meaningful connections for authentic language situations, and supported various types of learning styles. Through the results it is also seen how game play with this group of students increased the students’ abilities in all of the English language skills practiced playing games, while utilizing different styles of learning to promote students’ correct English language usage. It can be recognized through the research completed in this paper that games are not only a good teaching method, but also a great learning strategy and motivational tool for students in an English language classroom, specifically in UNAE in Ecuador.
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